
People V Planet– How do they impact each other? 
English 

We will focus on non-fiction writing.  We will write 

reports using the news and Greta Thunberg’s 

speeches as inspiration. Our class read this term is 

´swimming against the storm´. We will also be 

writing poetry using the weather. Through our read-

ing and our writing we will be learning different 

grammatical terms to use in our writing. 

Maths 

We will focus on multiplication and division—looking 

at how to apply in different scenarios and  increasing 

our confidence with the use of formal written  

methods 

We will extend our understanding of fractions and do 

calculations with them. 

We will use our mathematical skills to apply to  

different mathematical problems and investigations. 

Class information: 

PE will be on a Monday and  

Wednesday.  We will be outside doing 

Tag-rugby on Mondays so appropriate kit 

is essential.  

Please continue to practice times tables 

and spellings each week.  

Spellings are tested each Friday morning 

and then new spellings are also given out 

the same day.  

Reading records are checked every  

Friday, these must be signed once a week 

by an adult. Reading 5x a week earns 

house points and a possible entry into the 

end of term raffle. 

Geography 

We will be using maps, atlases and globes.  We will 

be learning and using the language of location and 

understanding differences between landscapes.  We 

will increase our knowledge of places in the world. 

We will learn about weather and climate and how it 

affects our lives as well as how humans can affect 

the climate.  

Science 

We will be learning about reproduction and life  

cycles. We will look at the changes that happen to 

humans as they go from baby to older age. 

We will also consider what would happen if animals 

stopped reproducing, 

RE 

Our focus will be Sikhism and stories that the Sikhs value 

in their religion.  

We will them move on to  Christianity and the concept of 

Salvation and that Christ is our saviour 

Computing 

We will continue to develop our understanding of 

internet safety by looking at how to manage online 

information. We will also be developing our comput-

er programming & learning how to code on Scratch.  

Art  and DT 

We will look at different collage techniques. 

We will use the environment as our inspiration and 

recycled materials to create our own collage art-

work. In DT will learn about cam mechanisms and 

how they work as well as making our own come dine 

with me inspired food! 

French 

We will be learning about the weather.  We will build 

on previous learning of days of the week and months 

of the year.   

Kites Spring 2022 



Recommended Reading List 

for Y5  

Swimming against the Storm will be our class read 

this term 


